The smart Toyota range includes a workwear coverall, work trousers, work jacket, polo shirt, softshell jacket and flame retardant coverall. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Toyota technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable, excluding the polo shirt and softshell jacket and branded with the Toyota logo to help you keep a consistent company identity. You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
LEXUS WORK JACKET
LX21
- Hardwearing 245g polycotton fabric
- Concealed stud fastening for safe working with waist elastication, stud-fastening cuffs and colour-contrast action back for a comfortable fit
- Stud fastening patch pockets to chest, one with pen division and two front jetted pockets
- Lexus logo to back and chest
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures.

LEXUS COVERALL
LX20
- Hardwearing 245g polycotton fabric
- Concealed stud fastening for safe working and side elastication with colour-contrast action back and kneepad pockets for a comfortable fit
- Stud fastening patch pockets to chest, one with pen division, two thigh, one back hip and two side pockets
- Lexus logo to back and chest
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fit: Regular, Tall

LEXUS WORK TROUSER
LX22
- Hardwearing 245g polycotton fabric
- Flat-fronted chino-style trouser has front zip fastening with hook and bar secure closure and seven belt loops for a comfortable fit
- Kneepad pockets are complemented by stud fastening patch pockets to thighs with two rear back hip and two side pockets
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

LEXUS POLO SHIRT
LX23
- Heavy-duty 250g 50/50 polycotton fabric
- Knitted rib collar and cuffs for a comfortable fit
- Front placket with three button fastening, hem vents and dropped rear to ensure a smart appearance
- Lexus logo to front
- Sizes: XSML, SML, MED, LGE, XLG, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL.

LEXUS SOFTSHELL JACKET
SG43SP
- Rounded neck with chin guard
- 100% polyester black fleece lining
- Adjustable cuffs and drawstring waist
- Two side zip pockets
- 310g 92% polyester, 8% elastane outer with a 100% polyester microfleece
- Washable at 30°C
- Sizes: SML, MED, LGE, XLG, 2XL, 3XL

The smart Lexus range includes workwear coveralls, work trousers, a work jacket, polo shirt and softshell jacket. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Lexus technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable, excluding the polo shirt and softshell jacket and branded with the Lexus logo to help you keep a consistent company identity.

You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
The Renault workwear range is available to buy. The smart look range includes workwear coveralls, work trousers, work jackets and a Renault yellow polo shirt. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Renault technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable and branded with the Renault logo to help you keep a consistent company identity.

You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
VAUXHALL WORK JACKET
VH50B
- Contemporary stand collar and red contrast to front, back yoke and sleeves
- Action-back for a flexible and comfortable fit
- Two front chest patch pockets with closable flaps, two front jetted pockets and an inner chest pocket
- 245g 67% Polyester / 33% Cotton fabric
- Suitable for industrial laundry
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

VAUXHALL COVERALL
VH52B
- Concealed stud front fastening, contemporary stand collar and red contrast to front, back yoke and sleeves, action-back for a flexible and comfortable fit
- Two front chest patch pockets with closable flaps, two front jetted pockets, two side access pockets, rear pocket and bellow thigh pocket to with studs
- 245g 67% polyester / 33% cotton fabric
- Suitable for industrial laundry
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

VAUXHALL FLAME RETARDANT COVERALL
VH35
- Predominantly for bodyshop use and light welding and cutting
- this garment conforms to EN531 Standards A, B1, C1 and all EN470-1
- 365g 75% cotton / 25% polyester fabric
- Suitable for industrial laundry
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

VAUXHALL WORK TROUSER
VH51
- Manufactured in hardwearing polycotton fabric
- Front zip fastening
- Hook and bar closure, seven belt loops and shaped knee panels for a comfortable fit
- Two side pockets, one rear pocket and a bellow thigh pocket to right leg with secure stud fastening
- Vauxhall logo to leg pocket
- 245g 67% polyester / 33% cotton fabric
- Suitable for industrial laundry
- Sizes: 72cm, 76cm, 80cm, 84cm, 88cm, 92cm, 96cm, 100cm, 104cm, 108cm, 112cm, 116cm, 120cm, 124cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Short.

ANTI-STATIC WORK BOOT
FW74
- Conforms to EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 SRC
- Dual density PU, leather upper
- 200 Joule steel toe cap, slip resistant sole and shock absorber heel
- Sizes: 3—12.

The smart Vauxhall range includes a workwear coverall, work trousers, work jacket and a flame retardant coverall. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Vauxhall technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable and branded with the Vauxhall logo to help you keep a consistent company identity.

You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
**IVECO COVERALL**

**IV56**

Hard wearing and comfortable coverall with stand-up collar and contrast stripes

- Multiple pockets on left chest with additional thigh, back and side pockets
- Concealed front fastening with plastic studs to avoid vehicle damage
- 'IVECO' embroidered to left chest and back
- 60% cotton, 40% polyester hard-wearing 300grm
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

Ballyclare Limited is the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Iveco workwear and protective clothing in the UK. The coverall is smart, durable, industrially launderable and branded with the Iveco logo to help you keep a consistent company identity. You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
The smart Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car range includes a workwear coverall, work trousers and a work jacket. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Mercedes-Benz technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable and branded with the Mercedes-Benz logo to help you keep a consistent company identity.

You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
The smart Mercedes-Benz Truck & Van range includes a workwear coverall, work trousers and a work jacket. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Mercedes-Benz technician workwear in the UK. All garments are smart, durable, industrially launderable and branded with the Mercedes-Benz logo to help you keep a consistent company identity.

You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.

**MERCEDES-BENZ WORK JACKET MD77A**
- Heavyweight 300g 60% cotton / 40% polyester fabric
- Two chest patch pockets with stud fastening, pen division to left pocket, two thigh patch pockets with stud fastening, two side hip pockets and one back pocket with stud fastening
- Side elastication and colour-contrast action back for a comfortable fit
- Underarm mesh panels for greater ventilation
- Top loading kneepad pockets
- All hard closure mechanisms covered to protect against accidental damage to vehicles
- Embroidered logos on left thigh pocket, left chest and rear
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

**MERCEDES-BENZ COVERALL MD76A**
- Heavyweight 300g 60% cotton / 40% polyester fabric
- Two chest patch pockets with stud fastening, pen division to left pocket, two thigh patch pockets with stud fastening, two side hip pockets and one back pocket with stud fastening
- Side elastication and colour-contrast action back for a comfortable fit
- Underarm mesh panels for greater ventilation
- Top loading kneepad pockets
- All hard closure mechanisms covered to protect against accidental damage to vehicles
- Embroidered logos on left thigh pocket, left chest and rear
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Sizes: 84cm, 92cm, 100cm, 108cm, 116cm, 124cm, 132cm, 140cm, special measures
- Fits: Regular, Tall.

**MERCEDES-BENZ WORK TROUSER MD78**
- Heavyweight 300g 60% cotton / 40% polyester fabric
- Zip fastening with hook and bar secure closure, seven belt loops for a comfortable fit
- Two thigh patch pockets with stud fastening, two back pockets with stud fastening, two side hip pockets
- All hard closure mechanisms covered to protect against accidental damage to vehicles
- Embroidered logo on left thigh pocket
- Suitable for industrial laundering
- Fits: Regular, Tall.
The Mercedes-Benz Service24h range includes a waterproof jacket and trouser, workwear coverall, work trousers, jacket, softshell jacket, polo shirt and vest. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of Mercedes-Benz workwear in the UK. All garments are smart and durable, most are industrially launderable and all are branded with the Mercedes-Benz logo to help you keep a consistent company identity. You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.
The smart look jacket range includes a softshell jacket and waterproof coat. We are the only authorised manufacturer and supplier of TrustFord and TrustFirstParts corporate jackets in the UK.

All garments are smart, durable and branded with the TrustFord or TrustFirstParts logo to help you keep a consistent company identity. You can order direct from our website or from your preferred laundry partner.

We are a British designer, manufacturer and distributor of high quality, functional workwear, protective clothing and specialist PPE and have used all our 100 years of experience to become a leading supplier of industrial workwear. We’re trusted to do the job worldwide...wherever complete comfort and reliable protection are critical.